Background
2006: FIOCRUZ hosts first annual meeting
2006: UVRI, Uganda
2006: NIMR, Nigeria
2007: China CDC hosts annual meeting
2007: Leadership Training: South Africa
2007: Development of Framework and Toolkit
2007: NIH Mozambique
2008: RIVM Netherlands hosts annual meeting
2008: EHNRI, Ethiopia
2009: South Africa NICD hosts Annual Meeting
2009: IEDCR, Bangladesh
2010: THL Summer School
2010: US CDC hosts annual meeting

2010 IANPHI Annual Meeting
2011: Bellagio Working Group
2011: China CDC Evaluation
2011: Togo NPHI
2011: THL Hosts Annual Meeting

IANPHI Annual Meeting 2011 Helsinki
Strategic Planning 2011-2012

Defined priority functions for Helsinki Secretariat:

• Membership
• Annual meeting
• Dues/IANPHI Foundation
• Fundraising/advocacy
Strategic Planning 2012

Defined priority functions for Atlanta office:

• NPHI project development (as funds permit)
• Communications (as funds permit)
• Policy (as funds permit)
Financial situation

• Gates funds to Helsinki end October 8

• Plan for fundraising has been suggested

• Plan for continuing operations of Helsinki Secretariat proposed
Key Questions:

• Balance between spending money on annual meeting vs staff

• Balance between spending/saving funds

• Should IANPHI fund travel for low resource members to annual meeting?

• Need for fundraising as a major function
Moving forward
Strength = Leadership
Strength = NPHI to NPHI work
Strength = you